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About This Game

►English : Fluffy is a furry creature who is afraid of the rain. He needs to get home before it starts raining. He has a little
friend, who can't be let alone because it can be lost quickly. On the way to the house, there will be many obstacles by bypassing
them you will be able to shelter from the rain.
►Русский : Fluffy это пушистое существо которое боится дождя. В игре ему надо вовремя дойти до дома, пока не
начнется дождь. У него есть маленький друг, которого нельзя оставлять одного потому что, он быстро теряется. По пути
к дому, вас ждут много препятствий, только обходя их вы сможете вовремя укрыться от дождя.
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Fluffy is free today (29th May 2019), via the gamegiveawayoftheday
[https:\/\/game.giveawayoftheday.com\/fluffy-3\/]HERE[\/url] (it's the non Steam version, so no cards or achievements are
included)

The following is based off the free version I received via the gamegiveawayoftheday and not my Steam version, which
I'd totally forgotten about. I don't remember buying it, so I'm presuming it was included in one of those cheap and
nasty indie bundles that are full of \u00a30.79\/$0.99 games; usually made with Unity, gamemaker or RPGmaker.

Fluffy is a timed platformer where the aim of the game is to move your pet to its home before the rain starts. There is
an indicator in the bottom left of the screen that indicates when it is about to start raining. If it empties completely you
have to restart the level again
You move your character using the A & D keys, jump using the space key and move your pet to your side by right
clicking the mouse. You must move your pet while it is still visible on screen.

Fluffy is a simple, nicely rendered and challenging game, especially if you are left handed as the key bindings are not
editable and are more suited to a right handed person. I found it almost impossible to carry out the required tasks in
the time available due to the inability to edit the key bindings.

It took me several attempts to complete the first level due in part to the less than intuitive controls. You must ensure
there is enough space left on a platform for your pet to be able to fit on the platforms you jump to, otherwise you'll lose
your pet and be unable to complete the level. According to others who have played this game, the pet can also get in the
way and cause you to miss platforms.

As you progress from level to level, they become more challenging with various obstacles to avoid. You'll meet other
characters such as the snowman, who will give you a key in exchange for presents that you pick up on your journey.

Check out the mixed Steam community reviews HERE[\/b]. I couldn't find any You tube videos of game play, but there is a
video of game play on the Steam store page HERE

You can see in game images HERE
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